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Auto Body Tools by Innovative Tools






Innovative Tools creates and manufactures
work and parts management systems for the
automotive repair industry worldwide.



Innovative Tools auto body shop products are
designed to save space and steps, minimize
clutter, enhance efficiency, make processes
leaner, and increase profitability.
Start the New Year by getting organized with a
new parts cart, also available are bumper
stands, door- fender stands, maskers and many
more items. See your salesman for a free
catalog.
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Clean your gun as soon as possible after
spraying. The longer you leave paint in the gun, the
harder it will be to clean it.
Only use the special tool included with the gun kit to
disassemble the nozzle. Using other tools not
designed for your spray gun can damage the fluid tip
leading to improper performance of the gun.
Always clean the air cap and other nozzle
components with the cleaning tools included in your
spray gun kit or provided by the manufacturer. These
tools are specially designed for the small parts of the
gun. Using a nail, wire, or other metal instruments
can damage the nozzle components adversely
affecting the spray pattern and overall performance.
Always use clean wash solvent or thinner to clean
your spray gun. Using dirty or “used” solvent to soak
your spray gun can clog the air and fluid passages
over time resulting in poor spray quality. Using clean
solvent or better yet, a gun washer, is the best
option.
Avoid soaking your gun in solvent for long periods of
time. This can swell and harden internal seals
resulting in air leaks and overall poor gun
performance.
Dry all parts with a paper towel or compressed air.
Compressed air is great to clean holes and moving
parts that can’t be wiped down.
Insure your air compressor can supply clean, dry air.
Contamination in the air supply from oil, water or
dust can not only affect the performance of your
gun, it can lead to low quality paint jobs, unhappy
customers, and even expensive redos.

